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CM100LTE
4G LTE CONNECTIVITY

The CM100LTE connectivity module easily connects to a BlackVue X Series dash 
cam to provide an always-on 4G LTE connection to BlackVue Cloud and its suite 
of unique LIVE features.

Simply add the new plug-and-play CM100LTE to your BlackVue DR750X or 
DR900X setup to enjoy always-on connectivity to BlackVue Cloud.

That means that you are always connected to any dash cam via the BlackVue 
app, from anywhere in the world, able to access Cloud features like Live View, 
Video Back-Up and Real Time Tracking. Should something happen to your vehicle 
while you’re not around, an incident, an accident or perhaps an act of vandalism 
- you will receive a push notification via the BlackVue app, and the opportunity to
view the footage remotely.

The CM100LTE is supplied with a Vodafone SIM card. Activate via the Vodafone 
Smart App to unlock a massive 40GB monthly data allowance for only £4.00 per 
month. Alternatively use your own choice of Network Provider, SIM card and data 
plan.

The compact CM100LTE measures only 9cm (H) x 6cm (H) x 1cm (D) and 
connects to the USB port of your dash cam via a 1.5m long connection cable. 
It should be positioned somewhere in the windscreen area of the vehicle for 
optimal 4G reception.

4G LTE - Plug-in the CM100LTE external connectivity module 

with Vodafone V-Sim and you’ll always be connected to your dash 

cam via the BlackVue app and 4G, and always able to receive 

notifications and remotely view video clips in the event of an 

incident. The CM100LTE transforms your BlackVue DR750X/

DR900X into more than just a dash cam, it becomes an advanced 

video surveillance system for your car, thanks to BlackVue Cloud’s 

unique connected features.

BlackVue Cloud - BlackVue Cloud is a suite of innovative app-

driven features that remotely connect you with your vehicle via a 

Wi-Fi internet connection or 4G hotspot. Be informed of incidents 

such as impacts via Push Notifications to your Apple or Android 

phone, check on your car with Remote Live View, play recorded 

video clips remotely and back-up important ones to the Cloud or 

your phone. 

Compatible with BlackVue DR750X and DR900X dash cams

Vodafone V-Sim Data Plan - massive 40GB monthly data 

allowance for only £4.00 per month, or use your own choice of 

Network Provider, SIM card and data plan.

KEY FEATURES

BOX CONTENTS

   CM100LTE module

   User guide

   SIM activation guide

   SIM card – requires data plan

   SIM eject tool

   Adhesive mounting pads

   Cable clips (x4)

SET-UP INFORMATION

EAN : 8809352138148

Unit Dimensions (WxHxD) :

90mm x 60mm x 10mm

Unit Weight  : 35g

Packaging Dimensions (WxHxD) : 

152mm x 112mm x 42mm

Packaging Weight : 95g
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